FIVE STAR BUILDING CORP
Using IC Sentinel® to ensure compliance and safety on Healthcare
construction & renovation job sites

Five Star Building Corp is a fullservice construction
management and general
contracting firm, which
specializes in education,
healthcare, commercial,
industrial and historic
restoration projects. Five Star
wins return clients with its
veteran staff, creative solutions,
and commitment to speed and
efficiency while maintaining top
quality. Another top priority for
Five Star is job site safety – not
only for staff and workers, but
also for the occupants of the
buildings they work on.

THE EXTRA MILE

TO VERIFY AND PROTECT

AnteRooms and tack mats are
common safety precautions in
healthcare environments, but
Five Star goes a step further.
By employing IC Sentinel®
units, Five Star is able to
monitor air quality in real
time, as well as generate
reports on particle count,
differential room pressure, air
quality, humidity,
temperature, and sound and
light levels.

While healthcare construction
sites may seem like the most
important targets for
compliance, Five Star has also
utilized IC Sentinel® at
university medical research
laboratory construction sites
and metropolitan airport
construction sites. With IC
Sentinel®, they are able to
verify 24/7 that they
maintain negative pressure
inside construction areas,
compliance to IAQ particulate
levels, both inside and
adjacent to construction, as
well as normal levels of
particulates and noise in
sensitive nearby occupied
areas. For added piece of
mind, Five Star is able to
grant permission to their
customer to view the IC
Sentinel system and monitor
IAQ in real time, as well as
provide compliance reports
and other metrics on request.

IC Sentinel ensures
compliance with ICRA, as well
as any state & local
requirements that may apply
to a particular job site. This
extra protection not only
helps them win healthcare
projects, but also protects
against negligence claims in
the event that an incident
does occur.

“We're 100% committed to creating a safe job site. We feel
that using IC Sentinel keeps us on the cutting edge of
technology and infection control, and puts us a step ahead of
other construction firms out there.”
- Kevin Perrier, President
Five Star
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IC Sentinel® monitor placed inside a construction AnteRoom, with differential
pressure probe and Cellular Data Modem

ABOUT FIVE STAR
Five Star Building Corp was founded
in 2000 and has quickly become New
England’s premiere full-service
construction management and
general contracting firm. Their
experienced staff prides themselves
on high-quality craftsmanship,
innovative thinking, and attention to
detail. Five Star’s construction
management, general contracting,
and design-build services have been
engaged to tackle projects in a wide
variety of industries, ranging from
healthcare to historic renovation.
To view their portfolio of work,
please visit www.fivestarcorp.net

IC Sentinel® monitor placed inside a construction barrier, with
differential pressure probe and Cellular Data Modem
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Five Star AnteRoom with IC Sentinel monitor mounted inside

ABOUT OBERON, INC.
Oberon, Inc. is a forward thinking
design, engineering, and
manufacturing company that has
combined function and aesthetics
into its complete line of ceiling and
wall mounted enclosures for securing
wireless access points and other
networking products. Founded in
1999 and headquartered in State
College, PA, Oberon’s products and
services have served thousands of
integrators and end users in the
global healthcare, government,
transportation & logistics, education,
retail, hospitality, and manufacturing
markets.
IC Sentinel was added to Oberon’s
product line in 2014 as a unique
solution to strict new guidelines and
regulations set by the FGI and CDC
regarding indoor air quality and
healthcare infection control. For
more information, please visit
www.icsentinel.com

